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Thomas Reichart
Systemic consultant/facilitator
“Transformation energy” for (global) teams, leaders & initiatives
Rapid transformation processes affect all industries. As pressure continues to
increase, so do the demands placed on the effectiveness of teams, managers
and strategic initiatives:
ö Enabling digital productivity
ö Agile execution
ö Ensuring leadership at operational level
ö Scaling leadership
ö Inspiring teams
Facilitation & consultation as an accelerator
As a systemic consultant and facilitator, Thomas Reichart helps your
organization to perform to its best. His goal is to sustainably increase the
effectiveness and productivity of your leaders and teams.
Thomas Reichart transforms companies from the inside out
He is at home around the world. He has used profound transformation and
change processes to put numerous organizations in over 25 countries and on 4
continents on the road to greater effectiveness.
Leaders at all levels (up to C-level) and their teams appreciate his winning,
inspiring manner. Be it conceptually, in F2F events, workshops or consultations,
worldwide, offline or online, he skillfully oversees effective evaluations,
conversations and interactions and the necessary implementation process.
In doing so, he gives his clients the energy and motivation they need for
transformation and change.
Thomas Reichart has a direct impact on the social system within a company,
helps teams to work more effectively and boosts productivity.
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Ready for take off:
Solutions for your business
Transformation & change
Thomas Reichart helps businesses to navigate the complex flight path through
transformation and change by supporting companies with a clear flight plan,
understandable templates and agile adaptation up to high-performance work
design.
Scaling leadership
He gives your leaders the strength and energy they need to steer themselves
in meaningful directions.
People & culture
From mindset enabling and learning pathways to corporate learning initiatives
and executive coaching, Thomas Reichart creates effectiveness on all levels.
Strategy
As an internationally experienced consultant, Thomas Reichart has been
helping global teams and companies to implement their strategies for more
than 20 years. Goal orientation, sustainability and focus generate maximum
power.
Drawing on his 25 years of experience as a systemic consultant, Thomas
Reichart has developed the Live with Intent Learning Pathway, a
comprehensive ecosystem for effectiveness and efficiency.
Expertise for first-class results
ö Academic training in executive coaching
ö MBA in Systemic Consulting and Change Management
ö Certification in Leadership Circle Profile, RMP,
DNLA, LWI & Extraordinary Leader
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